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Strain-induced change of surface reconstructions for InAs„001…
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The effect of strain on the stability of different surface reconstructions on InAs~001! is investigated with
density-functional theory calculations. The effects of isotropic as well as anisotropic tensile and compressive
strain is investigated, and the results are presented in corresponding equilibrium phase diagrams. I find that the
range of stability for any of the relevant reconstructions can be changed significantly, and, in fact, a recon-
struction that is unstable in an unstrained system might be stabilized upon application of external strain.
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Many high speed and optoelectronic devices are base
III-V compound semiconductor systems. In the quest for b
ter and faster performance, these devices are becoming
gressively smaller. With the decreasing size of such a qu
tum layer semiconductor device, the thickness and also
morphology of the interface between different heterolay
can be of crucial importance. Thus, many theoretical effo
focus on understanding of the growth dynamics for adato
~group III and V! on these surfaces, so that the morpholo
of the surfaces and thus of the interfaces can be control

It is well known that experimental conditions such
deposition flux and temperature determine the reconstruc
on the surface during epitaxial growth,1 which in turn influ-
ences the adatom dynamics on the surface. In previous
culations for InAs~001!,2,3 it has been predicted that there a
~at least! four stable surface reconstructions on this surfa
With increasing chemical potential for As,mAs , they are the
a3(234), a2(234), b2(234), andc(434) reconstruc-
tions. For reference, the resulting phase diagram from Re
for InAs~001! without external strain is shown in Fig. 1. Th
relevant surface reconstructions are shown in Fig. 2.

In this paper I investigate how the surface reconstruct
on InAs~001! can be altered upon application of extern
strain. Strain is important, since many heterostructures c
sist of layers that have different lattice constants. If the
materials with different lattice constants are grown epita
ally, this leads to strain in the system. The effect of strain
the surface reconstruction has, for example, been studie
Swartzentruberet al.4 for Si~001!. The authors showed that
is possible to systematically bend a substrate in a gro
chamber, thus changing the surface reconstruction. A sim
experiment for InAs~001! might offer the possibilities to
study systematically the results presented in this study.

The calculations are similar to those that have been
scribed in Ref. 3. I study tensile as well as compress
strain, and for all the results shown below, the value cho
is 4%. This value is large enough to illustrate the effect
strain, but small enough to allow growth of coheren
strained thin layers~without the introduction of dislocations!.
It is of the order of the mismatch between AlAs an
In0.5Ga0.5As, which is a material combination used for res
nant tunneling diodes, and which, in fact, has been gro
coherently strained for up to six monolayers.5 It is also
smaller than the lattice mismatch of 7% between InAs a
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GaAs, which are the most widely studied III/V semicondu
tor systems. Some test calculations indicate that for les
values of strain the effects discussed here are also pre
but are correspondingly smaller. For the (234) reconstruc-
tions, the As dimers are oriented in the@ 1̄10# direction,
while the In dimers are oriented along the@110# direction. It
is a reasonable to expect that strain along the@ 1̄10# direction
will have a different effect than strain along the@110# direc-
tion. Therefore, results for isotropic and anisotropic~in both,
the @ 1̄10# and @110# direction! strain are presented.

The stable surface reconstruction is determined as the
with the lowest surface free energy density,g. For a system
with two chemical species, the surface energy of an areA
with Ni atoms of speciesi is given by

gA5Esurf2(
i

m iNi , ~1!

where the chemical potentialm i is the energy required to
extract an atom of speciesi from a corresponding reservoir
The chemical potentials are related to the experimental c
ditions; a higher value of the chemical potentialmAs (m In)
corresponds to more As~In! rich conditions. The values fo
m i are bounded by their respective bulk valuesm In

(b) and
mAs

(b) . Additionally, the equilibrium conditionm In1mAs

5m InAs must be satisfied, otherwise the system would ad

FIG. 1. Equilibrium phase diagram for InAs~001! without exter-
nal strain calculated with DFT.
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by forming more~or less! InAs bulk. The chemical potentia
m InAs is the energy per InAs pair in InAs bulk.

The energyEsurf and the chemical potentialsm i were ob-
tained from density-functional theory~DFT! calculations. I
employed the local-density approximation~LDA ! and used
norm-conserving pseudopotentials6,7 as implemented in the
computer codeFHI98MD.8 The electronic wave function
were expanded in a plane-wave basis that was truncated
cutoff energy ofEcut512 Ry. For thek summation I used the
equivalent of 838 points in a (131) cell that were gener
ated according to the scheme proposed by Monkhorst
Pack.9 All structures were calculated in a unit cell of siz
(234) @or (432)# and a slab thickness of eight~or seven!
atomic layers, so that the bottom layer was terminated b
layer of group III atoms. The dangling bonds were then sa
rated with pseudohydrogen atoms of charge 1.25. A vacu
separation equivalent to ten atomic layers was chosen.
atoms were allowed to relax, except the bottom layer of
and As. Thus the computational parameters for the calc
tions for the strained systems are essentially the sam
those for the unstrained system.3 The chemical potentials
m In

(b) and mAs
(b) are obtained from calculations of In and A

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the relevant (234) struc-
tures and thec(434) with three top As dimers~3d!. Closed~open!
circles represent As~In! atoms, and the size reflects the height. T
corresponding (432) structures are rotated by 90°, with In and A
atoms exchanged. Shown are top and side views. The cryst
graphic directions indicated refer to the top view.
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bulk cells. For a strained system, the chemical potentialm InAs
is not the bulk energy for unstrained InAs. I therefore calc
lated the energy of pseudobulk systems, that are stra
anisotropically either in the@ 1̄10# or @110# direction, or iso-
tropically in both directions, while at the same time the sy
tem was allowed to relax in the@001# direction.

The resulting equilibrium phase diagrams for tensile a
compressive strain are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The rec
structions that are considered here are the ones that are s
without strain, and, in addition, theb2(432), which is be-
lieved to play a role in the As deficient growth regime. U
less stated otherwise, the discussion of each of the pane
always in reference to the unstrained system, as show
Fig. 1.

I begin the discussion by focusing on the results for is
tropic strain@Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!#. For tensile isotropic strain
@Fig. 3~a!#, the range of stability of theb2(234) is ex-
tended, in particular under As rich condition at the expen
of the c(434) reconstruction. The range of stability of th

lo-

FIG. 3. Equilibrium phase diagram for InAs~001! calculated
with DFT for ~a! 4% isotropic tensile strain,~b! 4% tensile strain

along the@ 1̄10# direction, and~c! 4% tensile strain along the@110#
direction.
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a2(234) is much shorter than in the unstrained case. T
is in sharp contrast to the results for compressive isotro
strain, where in fact theb2(234) is not stable at all, and th
a2(234) reconstruction is the preferred one over almost
entire regime. Another interesting feature is that tensile st
reverses the order of thea3(234) and theb2(432) recon-
struction. As a reminder, there is no (432) reconstruction
found in calculations for the unstrained system that is sta
~even though it is observed in experiments!. I find that tensile
isotropic strain stabilizes theb2(432) reconstruction. In
contrast, for compressive strain the energy gap between
a3(234) and theb2(432) is even wider.

The results described above can be better understoo
one studies the change in the phase diagrams upon a
tropic strain. In particular, I will analyze how strain~both
tensile and compressive! along a dimer~i.e., along the axis
that connects the dimer atoms! affects the surface reconstru
tion. All the dimer bonds for the structures discussed here
already under tensile strain, which is a result of geome

FIG. 4. Equilibrium phase diagram for InAs~001! calculated
with DFT for ~a! 4% isotropic compressive strain,~b! 4% compres-

sive strain along the@ 1̄10# direction, and~c! 4% compressive strain
along the@110# direction.
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constraints due to the underlying zinc-blende lattice str
ture. Thus, tensile strain along a dimer will weaken a dim
bond, while compressive strain will strengthen it. Howev
it is not clear how much the strength of the dimer bonds w
be changed, or how strain will affect all the other bonds.

Many features of the effect of isotropic tensile strain a
reproduced by tensile strain along the@110# direction. This
can be seen by comparing Fig. 3~a! ~isotropic tensile strain!
and Fig. 3~c! ~tensile strain along the@110# direction!. In
both cases, the stability of theb2(234) is extended at the
expense of thec(434) reconstruction. The As dimers fo
the c(434) reconstruction are oriented along the@110# di-
rection, while the As dimers for all the (234) reconstruc-
tions considered here are along the@ 1̄10# direction. Thus,
tensile strain along the@110# direction is particularly disad-
vantageous for thec(434) reconstruction, thus favoring th
b2(234).

Tensile isotropic strain only slightly weakens the In dim
bonds for theb2(432) reconstruction, and has very littl
effect on the underlying In-As bonds. In contrast, it weake
the In dimer bonds and In-As bonds of thea3(234) recon-
struction, by lengthening them by 1% and 2%, respective
Thus, the net effect of tensile strain is to stabilize theb2(4
32) reconstruction. The effect is not quite that pronounc
for tensile strain along the@110# direction, since here the As
dimer for thea3(234) ~that is oriented along the@ 1̄10#
direction! is not affected. Therefore, tensile strain along t
@110# results in thea3(234) andb2(432) structures be-
ing essentially degenerate in energy. However, tensile st
along the@ 1̄10# and @110# directions reverses the order o
the a3(234) and b2(432), and, in fact, stabilizes the
b2(432) reconstruction.

Tensile strain along the@ 1̄10# direction appears to affec
all structures similarly@Fig. 3~b!#, and results in a phas
diagram that is almost identical to the one obtained with
strain. This is a little surprising, as one would expect that
As dimers along the@ 1̄10# direction should be destabilized
This does not happen, however, and their bond lengths
within 0.5% of the value for the unstrained system.

The results for compressive strain are shown in Fig.
The most striking observation for isotropic compress
strain is that the stable regime of thea2(234) is extended
significantly @Fig. 4~a!#. This can be understood as follow
All dimer bonds~In dimers and As dimers! are stabilized by
compressive strain. This observation by itself does not
plain why some structures might be more favored than o
ers, since all structures have dimers. However, it turns
that under compressive strain the In-In dimer bonds
shortened~and thus stabilized! most. For thea2(234) re-
construction, the In-In dimer is shortened by;3%. Since
this bond is oriented in the@110# direction, it is also stabi-
lized @at the expense of theb2(234)# for compressive
strain only along the@110# direction, as can be seen in Fig
4~c!. The a3(234) has 4 In-In dimers along the@110# di-
rection. Thus, this reconstruction is particularly favored u
der compressive isotropic strain along this direction.

These calculations could explain the results of Be
et al.10 which show that for InAs on GaAs~001! ~a system
6-3
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with 7% compressive strain! the b2(234) reconstruction
disappears. The authors find that upon decrease of the
overpressure, the surface reconstruction changes from
34) reconstruction to a (133) reconstruction, without the
appearance of theb2(234) reconstruction. The results pre
sented here suggest that this is the case because theb2(2
34) is particularly unfavored upon isotropic compress
strain.

It is interesting to note that the effect of compress
strain along the@110# direction@Fig. 4~c!# is almost the same
as tensile strain along the@ 1̄10# direction @Fig. 3~b!#. This
can be explained as follows: In both cases, the In-In dim
become more stable in comparison to the As-As dime
since the In-In dimers are stabilized under compressive st
along the@110# direction, while the As-As dimers are dest
bilized under tensile strain along the@ 1̄10# direction. Simi-
larly, compressive strain along the@ 1̄10# direction and ten-
sile strain along the@110# direction can be compared
Compressive strain along the@ 1̄10# direction favors the As
dimers in the (234) reconstruction, but has essentially n
effect on the In-In dimer bonds. Thus, compressive str
along the@ 1̄10# direction extends the regime of stability o
the b2(234) reconstruction@Fig. 4~b!#. This is similar to
:
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the results of tensile strain along the@110# direction @Fig.
3~c!#, since here mainly the In-In dimer bonds@that are
present in thea2(234), a(234), andb2(432) recon-
structions# are weakened~stretched by;2%!.

The calculations presented here show that strain
arises in heteroepitaxial growth changes the stability of s
face reconstructions. Also, strain might be used as an a
tional parameter during epitaxial growth to control the mo
phology of a growing film. For example, growth on a (
32) often leads to films of poor quality, presumably becau
the excess In atoms form droplets on the surface. Howe
the present calculations suggest that under tensile strain
b2(432) reconstruction is stable under more As rich co
ditions, and thus it is less likely that In-droplets form on th
In-terminated surface. For many materials systems, strai
an additional parameter during growth might help to gro
new structures, or to characterize a surface structure.
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